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A slate of candidates in Chilliwack, British Columbia’s upcoming school board elections haveA slate of candidates in Chilliwack, British Columbia’s upcoming school board elections have

connections to far-right movements with some running speci�cally on the issue of gender.connections to far-right movements with some running speci�cally on the issue of gender.
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The upcoming municipal elections in British Columbia are shaping up to be the latest battle in the cultureThe upcoming municipal elections in British Columbia are shaping up to be the latest battle in the culture

war. war. MultipleMultiple  regionsregions are seeing candidates with positions aligned with far-right ideas getting their names are seeing candidates with positions aligned with far-right ideas getting their names

on the ballot for the role of school board trustee. on the ballot for the role of school board trustee. 

Chilliwack, BC is no exception. Chilliwack, BC is no exception. 

Residents head to the polls on October 15. Residents head to the polls on October 15. 

In Chilliwack, 15 people are running for one of seven seats at the table. Local school trustees make upIn Chilliwack, 15 people are running for one of seven seats at the table. Local school trustees make up

boards of education in British Columbia. According to the province, they represent a unique form ofboards of education in British Columbia. According to the province, they represent a unique form of

democratic governance. democratic governance. 

“Unlike municipal councils, provincial legislative assemblies and the federal parliament, boards of education“Unlike municipal councils, provincial legislative assemblies and the federal parliament, boards of education

have one primary mandate: improving learning for all students.”have one primary mandate: improving learning for all students.”

The general prerequisites required to run as a school trustee are to be 18, a Canadian citizen, a resident ofThe general prerequisites required to run as a school trustee are to be 18, a Canadian citizen, a resident of

BC for at least six months, and not to be disquali�ed under theBC for at least six months, and not to be disquali�ed under the  School ActSchool Act or any other enactment from or any other enactment from

being nominated for, elected to or holding o�ce as trustee.being nominated for, elected to or holding o�ce as trustee.

With the list of candidates locked in, we took a look at those with platforms and public statements that areWith the list of candidates locked in, we took a look at those with platforms and public statements that are

consistent with far-right ideas, such as being anti-abortion or against education about 2SLGBTQ+ identities.consistent with far-right ideas, such as being anti-abortion or against education about 2SLGBTQ+ identities.
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BARRY NEUFELDBARRY NEUFELD

  

    

Barry Neufeld is an incumbent trustee for Chilliwack’s school board. A trustee in the district since the earlyBarry Neufeld is an incumbent trustee for Chilliwack’s school board. A trustee in the district since the early

1990s, he has become a controversial �gure for, among other things, his stance on education relating to1990s, he has become a controversial �gure for, among other things, his stance on education relating to

2SLGBTQ+ identities and sexual health in schools. 2SLGBTQ+ identities and sexual health in schools. 

He has been an outspoken advocate against the province's sexual orientations and gender identitiesHe has been an outspoken advocate against the province's sexual orientations and gender identities

education program (SOGI 123). Last week, Neufeld appeared on the weekly live stream of theeducation program (SOGI 123). Last week, Neufeld appeared on the weekly live stream of the

conspiratorial, Christian nationalist organization conspiratorial, Christian nationalist organization Action 4 CanadaAction 4 Canada to detail his �ght against sexual health to detail his �ght against sexual health

education and programs that support a�rmative care for trans people. education and programs that support a�rmative care for trans people. 

“The sexualization in schools has all the signs of a religious cult. And the purpose is to turn kids against their“The sexualization in schools has all the signs of a religious cult. And the purpose is to turn kids against their

parents,” he told A4C founder Tanya Gaw. “Even if the kid is not persuaded to come out as gay orparents,” he told A4C founder Tanya Gaw. “Even if the kid is not persuaded to come out as gay or

transgender, they turn against their parents because they think that their parents are old-fashioned and outtransgender, they turn against their parents because they think that their parents are old-fashioned and out

of touch. of touch. 

“By turning this generation against their parents they have an army of revolutionaries that can bring in this“By turning this generation against their parents they have an army of revolutionaries that can bring in this

so� cultural marxism and completely change society. They want to get rid of all old institutions. All courts,so� cultural marxism and completely change society. They want to get rid of all old institutions. All courts,

police, churches, school. Everything is going to be di�erent. And to do that they have to turn the kidspolice, churches, school. Everything is going to be di�erent. And to do that they have to turn the kids

against their parents.”   against their parents.”     

READ MORE: READ MORE: CONFRONTING AND PREVENTING HATE IN CANADA'S SCHOOL BOARDSCONFRONTING AND PREVENTING HATE IN CANADA'S SCHOOL BOARDS  

A�er presenting a slideshow detailing the ups and downs of his career as a trustee, Neufeld took questionsA�er presenting a slideshow detailing the ups and downs of his career as a trustee, Neufeld took questions

from Gaw before the �oor was opened up to viewers for a Q&A. from Gaw before the �oor was opened up to viewers for a Q&A. 

Here, he talked about his fears for the future and a system he feels is stoking anti-white hatred. Here, he talked about his fears for the future and a system he feels is stoking anti-white hatred. 

“Well, you know what, those old people are going to wind up in an old folk home pretty soon. They’re“Well, you know what, those old people are going to wind up in an old folk home pretty soon. They’re

going to be looked a�er by some of these graduates that have been taught to hate cisgender white Christiangoing to be looked a�er by some of these graduates that have been taught to hate cisgender white Christian

people. And you can be darn sure they’re not going to get very good care.“people. And you can be darn sure they’re not going to get very good care.“

Far from his only controversy, Neufeld has faced a number of punishments while sitting on Chilliwack’sFar from his only controversy, Neufeld has faced a number of punishments while sitting on Chilliwack’s

school board, including school board, including calls for him to step downcalls for him to step down. He has faced accusations from fellow board . He has faced accusations from fellow board members ofmembers of

sending harassing messagessending harassing messages, using his trustee report time to insult other trustees, and was banned from, using his trustee report time to insult other trustees, and was banned from

attending in-camera board meetings and entering schoolsattending in-camera board meetings and entering schools..

A A report from report from Press ProgressPress Progress  pointed out Neufeld’s social media history of sharing a number of bizarre andpointed out Neufeld’s social media history of sharing a number of bizarre and

conspiratorial articles, including one that relied heavily on the inaccurate conspiratorial articles, including one that relied heavily on the inaccurate Khazar theoryKhazar theory to lay blame for to lay blame for

numerous wars at the feet of Jewish people. numerous wars at the feet of Jewish people. 

BC education minister Rob Fleming went as far as to say, the “toxic environment created around the boardBC education minister Rob Fleming went as far as to say, the “toxic environment created around the board

table renders that board really dysfunctional,” according to the CBC, and, at the time, would not rule outtable renders that board really dysfunctional,” according to the CBC, and, at the time, would not rule out

recalling the entire board to be rid of him.recalling the entire board to be rid of him.
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Neufeld also �led a lawsuit against former BC Teachers’ Federation (BCTF) president Glen Hansman forNeufeld also �led a lawsuit against former BC Teachers’ Federation (BCTF) president Glen Hansman for

saying that he had "tiptoed quite far into hate speech" and was creating a school environment "that issaying that he had "tiptoed quite far into hate speech" and was creating a school environment "that is

discriminatory and hateful."discriminatory and hateful."

Despite being struck down by a lower court, Neufeld won an appeal and will now appear in front of theDespite being struck down by a lower court, Neufeld won an appeal and will now appear in front of the

Canadian Supreme Court in October. While in Ottawa, Neufeld said he expected to see school boardCanadian Supreme Court in October. While in Ottawa, Neufeld said he expected to see school board

candidates candidates Shannon Boschy and Chanel PfahlShannon Boschy and Chanel Pfahl – both also running on divisive anti-trans platforms – as well – both also running on divisive anti-trans platforms – as well

as anti-trans activist as anti-trans activist "Billboard" Chris Elston"Billboard" Chris Elston. . 

When asked for comment, Neufeld replied that “The actions of the current school board are nothing butWhen asked for comment, Neufeld replied that “The actions of the current school board are nothing but

discriminatory. They have tried every trick in the book to get me to quit and shut up, but I refuse to bediscriminatory. They have tried every trick in the book to get me to quit and shut up, but I refuse to be

silenced.”silenced.”

Adding that he will continue to do his job and ask “tough questions,” Neufeld says he has been “anAdding that he will continue to do his job and ask “tough questions,” Neufeld says he has been “an

advocate for vulnerable special needs students for over 30 years. The root of these accusations is to undoadvocate for vulnerable special needs students for over 30 years. The root of these accusations is to undo

the work I have accomplished by trying to discredit me.”the work I have accomplished by trying to discredit me.”

            

HEATHER MAAHSHEATHER MAAHS  

      

  

Also an incumbent trustee, Maahs was elected to the Chilliwack Board of Education in 2008. Echoing aAlso an incumbent trustee, Maahs was elected to the Chilliwack Board of Education in 2008. Echoing a

similar line to Neufeld, Maahs has previously accused doctors talking about medical transition for trans andsimilar line to Neufeld, Maahs has previously accused doctors talking about medical transition for trans and

gender diverse persons as guilty of “malpractice.”gender diverse persons as guilty of “malpractice.”

She has also used her social media to promote Matt Walsh, a �lmmaker and anti-trans polemic. He, alongShe has also used her social media to promote Matt Walsh, a �lmmaker and anti-trans polemic. He, along

with Tucker Carlson, with Tucker Carlson, Chaya Raichik of “Libs of TikTokChaya Raichik of “Libs of TikTok,” and Elston, recently have been ,” and Elston, recently have been heavily criticized forheavily criticized for

their coverage of a Boston Children’s Hospitaltheir coverage of a Boston Children’s Hospital and its treatment of transgender children. The hospital has and its treatment of transgender children. The hospital has

since since become a target of harassment and threatsbecome a target of harassment and threats. . 

“Reality check. XX chromosomes,” Maahs wrote in an anti-SOGI Facebook group, responding to an article“Reality check. XX chromosomes,” Maahs wrote in an anti-SOGI Facebook group, responding to an article

about a trans man who had been diagnosed with ovarian cancer. “You are a woman. The truth shall set youabout a trans man who had been diagnosed with ovarian cancer. “You are a woman. The truth shall set you

free.”free.”

During the Ottawa blockade protests in February, Maahs stated her support for the “truckers,” despite theDuring the Ottawa blockade protests in February, Maahs stated her support for the “truckers,” despite the

widely reported fact that many of the organizers and participants of the action had previously existingwidely reported fact that many of the organizers and participants of the action had previously existing

connections to far-right politics.connections to far-right politics.

Other posts show her promoting Chilliwack’s iteration of the anti-abortion “Walk For Life.”Other posts show her promoting Chilliwack’s iteration of the anti-abortion “Walk For Life.”

      

DARRELL FURGASONDARRELL FURGASON
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Another incumbent from the existing board, Another incumbent from the existing board, Darrell Furgason reportedly came in sixthDarrell Furgason reportedly came in sixth in the last election in the last election

for the seven trustee positions. for the seven trustee positions. 

Holding a Ph.D. from the University of Sydney in religious studies, Furgason also runs a Facebook groupHolding a Ph.D. from the University of Sydney in religious studies, Furgason also runs a Facebook group

titled the Director for the Worldview Studies Center (WSC) – a “Christian educational association that helpstitled the Director for the Worldview Studies Center (WSC) – a “Christian educational association that helps

students develop critical thinking skills to analyze global developments.”students develop critical thinking skills to analyze global developments.”

Rather than providing resources for critical thinking, however, the WSC is home to posts defending theRather than providing resources for critical thinking, however, the WSC is home to posts defending the

“young earth theory” (the belief the world is around 6,000 years old), claims that a non-binding motion“young earth theory” (the belief the world is around 6,000 years old), claims that a non-binding motion

against Islamophobia was the implementation of “sharia law” in Canada, and no shortage of warnings aboutagainst Islamophobia was the implementation of “sharia law” in Canada, and no shortage of warnings about

“genderism and transgenderism” being used in schools to indoctrinate children. Other recent posts include“genderism and transgenderism” being used in schools to indoctrinate children. Other recent posts include

claims that biologists say there is no proof of evolution (claims that biologists say there is no proof of evolution (there isthere is), that human-caused climate change is not), that human-caused climate change is not

real (real (it isit is), and a variety of other spurious assertions. ), and a variety of other spurious assertions. 

Like many opposed to “gender ideology,” he has made the issue central to his politics. So much so that on aLike many opposed to “gender ideology,” he has made the issue central to his politics. So much so that on a

list of goals if re-elected, Furgason places the “Emotional, psychological and spiritual well-being [oflist of goals if re-elected, Furgason places the “Emotional, psychological and spiritual well-being [of

children], not the sexualization of children,” as number �ve out of �ve.children], not the sexualization of children,” as number �ve out of �ve.  

READ MORE: READ MORE: A CHILDREN'S RIGHTS FRAMEWORK FOR ASKING SCHOOL BOARD TRUSTEE CANDIDATESA CHILDREN'S RIGHTS FRAMEWORK FOR ASKING SCHOOL BOARD TRUSTEE CANDIDATES

IMPORTANT QUESTIONSIMPORTANT QUESTIONS  

Previously when reports of his social media activity were reported by Chilliwack media, categorizing hisPreviously when reports of his social media activity were reported by Chilliwack media, categorizing his

beliefs as islamophobic, transphobic, and creationist, he balked at the assertion. beliefs as islamophobic, transphobic, and creationist, he balked at the assertion. 

He claims the article “mis-characterize(s) discussions on my FB pages about important issues such as IslamicHe claims the article “mis-characterize(s) discussions on my FB pages about important issues such as Islamic

politics, LGBTQ activism, and the social and political impact of Trans activism.”politics, LGBTQ activism, and the social and political impact of Trans activism.”

            

ELLIOT FRIESENELLIOT FRIESEN
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A realtor living in Chilliwack, Elliot Friesen has not made many public statements in regards to his platform,A realtor living in Chilliwack, Elliot Friesen has not made many public statements in regards to his platform,

which places a large amount of importance on �nancial literacy. According to his candidate’s page, hewhich places a large amount of importance on �nancial literacy. According to his candidate’s page, he

“envisions a school system where kids are free from political interference and political indoctrination.”“envisions a school system where kids are free from political interference and political indoctrination.”

“I want to bring the in�uence back to the family when it comes to school curriculum,” Friesen is quoted“I want to bring the in�uence back to the family when it comes to school curriculum,” Friesen is quoted

saying. “I believe in a strong academic curriculum that is free of [an] ideological agenda, where kids cansaying. “I believe in a strong academic curriculum that is free of [an] ideological agenda, where kids can

simply focus on learning, exploring their possibilities, and building lasting relationships with one another, assimply focus on learning, exploring their possibilities, and building lasting relationships with one another, as

they look forward to a bright future.”they look forward to a bright future.”

On his Facebook page, he also posted the statement “Just so we’re clear, I am proud to be conservative, pro-On his Facebook page, he also posted the statement “Just so we’re clear, I am proud to be conservative, pro-

family, and pro-life! And I stand for the rights of every individual.”family, and pro-life! And I stand for the rights of every individual.”

Friesen is part of Friesen is part of Parents Voice BCParents Voice BC, a political organization backing school board candidates in several, a political organization backing school board candidates in several

districts. According to the CBC: districts. According to the CBC: 

“Many candidates running under the party's banner support political positions in�amed by the pandemic,“Many candidates running under the party's banner support political positions in�amed by the pandemic,

with rhetoric similar to right-wing groups in the United States — including criticism of public heath policies andwith rhetoric similar to right-wing groups in the United States — including criticism of public heath policies and

school programs about racism, gender and sexuality.school programs about racism, gender and sexuality.

But an in-depth review by CBC of candidates' online material found that instead of promoting their politicalBut an in-depth review by CBC of candidates' online material found that instead of promoting their political

beliefs, many candidates have tried to obscure them — in some cases by deleting old social media posts.”beliefs, many candidates have tried to obscure them — in some cases by deleting old social media posts.”

He did not respond to a request for comment.  He did not respond to a request for comment.  

      

KAETHE JONESKAETHE JONES

          

This is the second time Kaethe Jones will be running for the position of school board trustee in Chilliwack.This is the second time Kaethe Jones will be running for the position of school board trustee in Chilliwack.

She is both a former teacher and, according to her own biography, a former teacher’s union representative. She is both a former teacher and, according to her own biography, a former teacher’s union representative. 

A�er coming in eighth place last election – one seat away from sitting on the board – she alleged “suspiciousA�er coming in eighth place last election – one seat away from sitting on the board – she alleged “suspicious

conduct by election o�cials and �led an a�davit in Chilliwack provincial court asking for a judicial recount,”conduct by election o�cials and �led an a�davit in Chilliwack provincial court asking for a judicial recount,”

according to the Chilliwack Progressaccording to the Chilliwack Progress. The recount cost between $30,000 and $35,000 and reportedly. The recount cost between $30,000 and $35,000 and reportedly

resulted in Jones gaining one vote, attributed to a missing ballot.resulted in Jones gaining one vote, attributed to a missing ballot.

Jones is staunchly pro-life, according to her Facebook. What is more troubling is the expressed belief in aJones is staunchly pro-life, according to her Facebook. What is more troubling is the expressed belief in a

since-deleted post that the medical system is somehow linked to the worship of the deity Baphomet.since-deleted post that the medical system is somehow linked to the worship of the deity Baphomet.
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Source: FacebookSource: Facebook

  

She has also shared multiple posts that include explicitly conspiratorial themes. These include a messageShe has also shared multiple posts that include explicitly conspiratorial themes. These include a message

from Barry Wunch AKA “The Canadian Hammer,” who wrote in a short essay posted to Facebook on Augustfrom Barry Wunch AKA “The Canadian Hammer,” who wrote in a short essay posted to Facebook on August

19, 2022, with the title “The Cabal will Fall.”19, 2022, with the title “The Cabal will Fall.”

“The Cabal will fall. Assuredly I say unto you, I have pulled out all the stops. The world as they have known it“The Cabal will fall. Assuredly I say unto you, I have pulled out all the stops. The world as they have known it

has been changed forever. For they will turn to the east and I will be there, they will move in the west but Ihas been changed forever. For they will turn to the east and I will be there, they will move in the west but I

will stand in their way. From the north to the south I will shred their plans and their empires. For they will bewill stand in their way. From the north to the south I will shred their plans and their empires. For they will be

hit with things they know not. For there is no one, there is no regime more powerful than I,” Wunch wrote inhit with things they know not. For there is no one, there is no regime more powerful than I,” Wunch wrote in

one of his “prophetic words.” “Watch as I dismantle every evil and demonic structure by structure one byone of his “prophetic words.” “Watch as I dismantle every evil and demonic structure by structure one by

one. For they have had their day, and it is now coming to an end.”one. For they have had their day, and it is now coming to an end.”
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OTTAWA SCHOOL BOARD TRUSTEE CANDIDATES' PLATFORMS INCLUDE FAR-RIGHT AND TRANSPHOBIC VIEWSOTTAWA SCHOOL BOARD TRUSTEE CANDIDATES' PLATFORMS INCLUDE FAR-RIGHT AND TRANSPHOBIC VIEWS

Elections are coming up. From candidates sharing links to an anti-semitic website to railing against education around gender identity, vote to keep hate out of our schools.Elections are coming up. From candidates sharing links to an anti-semitic website to railing against education around gender identity, vote to keep hate out of our schools.

October 18, 2022October 18, 2022

2022 BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPAL ELECTION RESULTS2022 BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPAL ELECTION RESULTS

The British Columbia local elections were held on October 15th. Most - but not all - of the candidates we covered lost.The British Columbia local elections were held on October 15th. Most - but not all - of the candidates we covered lost.
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SCHOOL BOARD TRUSTEE CANDIDATES FIND HOME ON ANTI-2SLGBTQ+ DIRECTORIESSCHOOL BOARD TRUSTEE CANDIDATES FIND HOME ON ANTI-2SLGBTQ+ DIRECTORIES

Crowdsourcing “anti-woke” candidates from across the country, websites o�ering information for far-right and transphobic voters aiming to change school boards areCrowdsourcing “anti-woke” candidates from across the country, websites o�ering information for far-right and transphobic voters aiming to change school boards are

preparing for election day.preparing for election day.
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The Canadian Anti-Hate Network wasThe Canadian Anti-Hate Network was

previously the recipient of a grant frompreviously the recipient of a grant from

the the Anti-Racism Action ProgramAnti-Racism Action Program. That. That

grant period ended in March 2022. Thegrant period ended in March 2022. The

Canadian Anti-Hate Network is notCanadian Anti-Hate Network is not

currently receiving any government funds.currently receiving any government funds.

Le Réseau canadien anti-haine étaitLe Réseau canadien anti-haine était

auparavant récipiendaire d’uneauparavant récipiendaire d’une

subvention du Programme d’action et desubvention du Programme d’action et de

lutte contre le racisme. Cette période delutte contre le racisme. Cette période de

subvention s’est terminé en mars 2022. Lesubvention s’est terminé en mars 2022. Le

Réseau canadien anti-haine ne recoit pasRéseau canadien anti-haine ne recoit pas

présentement de subventionsprésentement de subventions

gouvernmentales.gouvernmentales.
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